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How FlowPlus helped UK Food Manufacturers
transform their operations to work in a smarter,
leaner way.



INTRODUCTION
Having helped over 20 UK Food Manufacturers with their
Lean & Continuous Improvement journey, we have selected
one case study to demonstrate our process and the typical
results we achieve.

The nature of our work is determined by our initial
assessment phase, which uncovers your improvement
potential and creates an improvement roadmap. Ultimately,
every client is unique, that why we don’t use a ‘one-size fits
all approach’, every solution is tailored to each client to
provide the greatest ROI and solve your unique problems.

Some of the companies we have had the pleasure working
with:



THE FLOWPLUS
TRANSFORMATION 
PROCESS

The 3-step FlowPlus transformation cycle is a tried
& tested way to achieve sustainable, long-term
results. Following the transformation cycle, FlowPlus
& our client worked as one-team on the journey
towards Operational Excellence.

Sustain Assess

Implement

Through the optimisation and
automation of many processes,
we removed the opportunity for
human error and embedded
quality into each process.

Our client now monitors live
KPIs and engages & empowers
all operators to continuously
improve. Daily 10 minute team
meetings enable improvement
opportunities to be discussed
and actions taken to ensure they
remain ‘best-in-class’ in their
production operations.

Working as one-team, we followed
the roadmap and started by launching
the most impactful initiative aligned
with our clients’ strategic aims.
Benefits included; Increased
throughput, reduced scrap (higher
yield), cost savings & the development
of a continuous improvement culture.

Our journey started with a thorough
assessment phase where we uncovered
our clients potential and conducted a ‘gap-
to-potential’ analysis.

Over the space of 7 days, we observed
operations, collected data and gained an
in-depth understanding of their unique
challenges. By the end of the 7 days we
knew where they were on their
operational excellence journey and what
needed to be done to become best-in-
class. The assess phase concluded with a
report outlining the transformation
roadmap and their journey to excellence.
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Assess

THE SOLUTION



IMPROVEMENT STARTS WITH DATA.

We make data-driven decisions, using facts
and insights to guide our solutions.
That’s why we have confidence we can
make such a big impact.

Assess

WORKING AS ONE-TEAM

The transformation process started with a thorough assessment
phase to uncover areas for improvement and gain insight into
current practices.

Working as one team, we collected data, observed operations,
spoke with operators and mapped the processes. Using specialist
tools we transformed data into insights, uncovering large
untapped improvement opportunities that reduced waste and
maximised productivity.

The FlowPlus Lean Maturity Audit ™ reviewed operations across
25 categories, enabling priority to be focused on the areas with
greatest improvement potential.



Assess

PAVING THE WAY TO OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE.

The assess phase is all about identifying & quantifying
problems, with the support of data. Taking a holistic view
of all operations from goods-in to finished product.

Our audit identified significant scope for improvement in
the following areas:

- Visual Management
- Standards
- Efficiency
- Maintenance
- Training
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OPERATIONAL 
EXCELLENCE

INITIAL STATE PERFORMANCE (BEFORE):

OPERATOR PRODUCTIVITY:
(Units processed per person per hour)

62

MAXIMUM DAILY THROUGHPUT:
(Maximum number of products processes 
per day)

322,400

OEE OF BOTTLENECK MACHINERY:
(Overall equipment effectiveness of the 
constraint equipment)

70.7% 

INVENTORY TURNS 21
(how many times the company sells and 
replaces its stock per year: stock days/365)



Implement
EXECUTING THE ROADMAP

Following the transformation roadmap produced in the
assessment phase, we facilitated problem solving workshops
focused on improving operator productivity. Redefining
process standards using best-in-class practices, introducing a
‘mura’ station to deal with infrequent (low-runner) orders &
rebalancing the line so all operators work to Takt, resulted in a
35% increase in productivity.

Low-cost automation was used to alleviate 16 operators from
carrying out repetitive, non-value adding tasks, re-deploying
them where their potential could be maximised.

The OEE of the bottleneck machinery was increased by
implementing a TPM strategy, increasing the MTTF by over
45% and reducing the MTTR by >25%. Statistical process
control measures were introduced to minimise rework and
embed quality into the process.

+35%

REAL RESULTS MEASURED

We don’t count our days on-site; we judge our success by 
our results. 

Increasing the maximum daily output by over 300% could 
only be achieved by drastically changing processes. 

OPERATOR PRODUCTIVITY:
(Units processed per person per hour)

84

MAXIMUM DAILY THROUGHPUT:
(Maximum number of products processes 
per day)

435,200

OEE OF BOTTLENECK MACHINERY:
(Overall equipment effectiveness of the 
constraint equipment)

INVENTORY TURNS +43%
(how many times the company sells and 
replaces its stock per year: stock days/365)

FINAL STATE PERFORMANCE (AFTER):

+35%

88.6% +26%
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OPERATIONAL 
EXCELLENCE



Sustain

DEVLOPING A CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
CULTURE

Improvements can only occur once performance can
be measured. That is why we created digital &
automated KPI dashboards for all stages of the
process. Not only do management now have much
better visibility needed for short-interval-control, but
operators are actively engaged in daily CI huddles,
reviewing their key metrics and uncovering additional
improvement opportunities. Working closely with our
client, we trained the line leaders to hold these
effective daily meeting, engaging all team members
and promote a continuous improvement culture in
everything they do.

AUTONOMOUS PROBLEM SOLVING

Within the first month of introducing daily CI huddles with team
KPIs, 5 initiatives have been launched and results are already
improving. Identified by one of the operators – a new process for
checking in stock has saved an estimated 20 hours manual
handling per week.



WE BELIEVE EVERY 
ORGANISATION CAN 

BE IMPROVED

Contact us;

enquiries@flowplus.co.uk

FlowPlus
Helping clients work smarter

™

Right now, within your organisation, there are complex and 
apparently insurmountable challenges to solve.

Equally, there’s hidden opportunity to tap into. If you’re going 
to overcome those obstacles, unearth that potential and keep 
on improving as an organisation – change is essential. But 
where to start? How do you make the right changes? And how 
do you make them stick?

That’s where we come in…

mailto:Lewis.wing@flowplus.co.uk

